The present research aims to analyze the writing style of Chinua Achebe in his novel Things Fall Apart. The focus of this research is a stylistic analysis of figures of speech, as classified by Leech and Short as one of stylistic categories, in connection with the author's purpose of delivering his message to the readers. The findings of the research confirmed that some figures of speech, such as metaphor, simile, personification, and onomatopoeia, are foregrounded by the author to convey meaning and heighten effect so that they helped transmit the author's purpose. They were used to describe the characterization of the protagonist, the description of the white men as the antagonist, the description of the Igbo's traditions, and the description of the setting of place. Chinua Achebe has successfully made use of the figures of speech to clearly describe the unique life of the native Africans.
-The office is a bee-hive of activity on Mondays.
-This is your brain on drugs.
(b) Simile: When something is like something else.
-Her skin was like alabaster.
-He was as unpleasant as a wart. -King Alfred tried to make the law clear, precise, and equitable.
-Her purpose was to impress the ignorant, to perplex the dubious, and to startle the complacent.
(b) Anaphora: repetition of beginning clause -"We shall not flag or fail. We shall not go on to the end. We shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans . . .," declared Churchill.
(c) Diacope: uninterrupted repetition or repetition with only one or two words between each repeated phrase.
-"Oh, horror, horror, horror!"
III. METHODOLOGY
This research is qualitative descriptive. According to Sandelowski (2000) , "Qualitative descriptive study is the method of choice when straight descriptions of phenomena are desired." The phenomena were described by interpreting the data collected, which were in the form of words rather than numbers (Bogdan and Biklen, 1997, p.10) . Concerning the instrument of the study, purposeful sampling technique was used to obtain cases deemed rich in information for the purposes of completing the data (Sandelowski, 2000) . The researcher has chosen Chinua Achebe's novel Things Fall Apart, which deals with native 
IV. DISCUSSION
The stylistic analysis will focus on the figures of speech used in the novel in connection with their roles to serve the author's purpose. The story itself is narrated in a third person omniscient point of view. The narrator is the focal character who provides the reader with much information about what happens in the story. In narrating the story, several figures of speech are used, such as simile, metaphor, personification, onomatopoeia, and parallelism.
They are used to describe almost all the characters and events but the researcher will only choose those which play a great role in the characterization of the protagonist, the description of the white men, the description of the setting of place, and the description of the Igbo traditions.
These things are in accordance with the purpose of the author, Chinua Achebe, in writing the novel.
Characterization of Okonkwo
Okonkwo is the protagonist of the novel. In the beginning, he is portrayed as a great warrior of the So, the figure of speech helps the readers in knowing clearly the condition Okonkwo is in. His guilty feeling has caused him to be drunk and too weak to walk.
Simile is also used when Okonkwo comes back to Umuofia after being exiled to his mother's village, Mbanta for seven years in order to make amends due to his killing a clansman. Killing a clansman is a serious crime against the earth goddess. He has to start from the beginning, and work very hard to plant a new farm. In data (14) the white men are compared to the locusts, which come to Umuofia after being absent for many years.
Their coming has the same characteristic as the locusts'. At first the locusts come in a small group, and they are sent to survey the land (data 15) before a much larger group come;
so the same as the first swarm of locusts, the first missionary who came to Umuofia is the harbinger, "a sign that something bad is going to happen soon" ("Harbinger").
He will be followed by other missionaries who will spread the new order in Umuofia and convert the clansmen to Christianity. That is why the native people kill the first white man to prevent the other white men's coming.
In connection with the coming of the white men, the events about the coming of the locusts are presented allegorically. This event causes direct confrontation between the church and the villagers.
Description of the Setting of Place
The setting of the novel is in the Umuofia and Hot coals are used as a comparison, and it is personified as a thing which can roast the yams. In data (21) personification is also used to describe the sun, which for two or three months has consistently spread its heat on the the gong, combined with the flute which is personified to be able to blow a high-pitched loud noise, is used to attract the people to something important that is going to happen.
Description of the Igbo traditions
In this case, it is the sign of the coming of the egwugwu (the masked spirit of the clan). It is followed by a personification: anxiety is given quality of a human being to be able to fix its position in every heart. Another personification is also used; the heart is personified as a thing that can heave on a bed. Synecdoche is also used when the heart, as a part of a person, actually represents the whole person, not just the heart.
The sounds of all the instruments precede a warrior's funeral led by an ancestral spirit. He wants to expose the life of the native Africans so as to be understood better, especially by the whites.
